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Lesson plan 

 

Teacher: Herineanu Daniela Luiza 

Avram Iancu School 

Title: Obtaining fabric,from wire 

Lesson type: commnunication of new knowledge 

Objectives:          

O1 – to define cloth, fabric and knitt,based on photos and explanations 

O2 – to identify cloths, starting from pictures and definitions 

O3 – to define the technological process (spinning,weaving,knitting) based on images and 

explanations 

O4 –to recognize the technological procedures based on pictures and definitions 

O5 –to classify the fabrics based on images,using the worksheet 

O6 –  to clasify the technological processes in the fabric industry, using the given worksheet 

O7 –to solve the problems for the price of a finished product 

 

Strategies:                                                                                                                 

1. conversation, explanation,brainstorming, graphics  

2. ways of organizing the activity – individual ( on line)                                                                     

3. evaluation:oral questions,interactive written questions,worksheet   

4. resources: computer, video-projector, worksheet  

        

Stage   Content 

Ice breaking  The teacher shows pictures which represent the raw material ( sheep and cotton) 

and the final product ( a dress and a suit).Students are asked to give their 
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opinions on how the raw material ( cotton and wool)  ended up in final products 

( cloths) 

 

Revision 

 

Announcing 

the theme 

and the 

objectives 

I know: 

The teacher asks questions to make a short revision of the students’ knowledge 

which is necessary for the learning process:the definition and the classification 

of the fabric, calculating the budget and the price of product ( maths ). 

The method: I know, I want to know, I learned 

I know 

-remembering 

previous knowledge 

I want to know 

-understanding 

operational objectives, 

starting from students’ 

debates 

I learned 

- fixing new content 

What are textile 

fibres? 

To give the definition of 

textile fabrics. 

 

How can we classify 

textile fibres  

To name technological 

precess to obtain textile 

fibres. 

 

Give textile fibres 

examples. 

To recognize textile 

fabrics. 

 

 

I want to know: 

Through discussions the students determine the objectives. 

Brain storming method for catching attention 
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O1 

 

 

 

O2 

 

 

 

O3 

 

O4 

 

     Using a graphic of the fabrics:fibers,wires,fabrics,knits the teacher presents 

them to the students.Through discutions with the students and based on the 

pictures and the short videos, the definitions of the fabrics are pointed out. 

Fabrics and technological processes in textile industry 

-didactic process to reacht performances (understanding correct 

signification) 

 

 

 

Through these discussions  the differences between fabrics and knits are 

highlighted. Using the photos the students identify the fabrics and the knits.   
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The teacher , using a graphic, presents the technological processes and based on 

the photos and the videos the teacher showed the students, the definitions for 

them are determined.        

   The students understand better some of the new concepts like fabbric, cloth, 

knits. 

From theory 

to practice 

O2 , O4 

The teacher presents photos and short videos of the final products made out of 

knits ( t-shirts, sport suits, socks, scarves, hats, pyjamas) and fabrics ( dresses, 

skirts, trousers, jackets, coats) and also with some knitting instruments like 

knitting needles. 

 Giving feed-

back 

O5 , O6 

The teacher asks the students to fill in the empty spaces in the circles tot clasify 

the fabrics and the technological processes. 
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Practice 1. Realizați o brățară pe baza filmulețului recomandat. 

Make a bracelet using the video. 
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Worksheet 

Integrated approach-Technological Education,Biology,Geography,Phisics, 

Chemistry,Maths,Romanian  

                                                                7th Grade 

 

 Solve the following worksheet: 

1. Biology 

Specify the origin of natural wires.Give examples 

2. Geography                                                                                                                 

 Specify the areas where animals and plants which are the raw material for obtaining 

the wires and other products ,are grown. 
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3. Phisics 

Name the power which appears in the wire that pulls a sledge. 

4. Chemistry  

   Name a physical and a chemical phenomenon which can be  performed on a wire.                                          

5. Romanian  

i. write a five line poem, starting from the word wire or bracelet 

ii. Explain the sentence: Follow the red wire of the story. 

6. Maths  

Determine: 

i. The budget you need to make a bracelet, it the roll of mohair costs 10 

lei, the carton costs 1 and handwork 5. 

ii. The price, knowing that 30 lei is profit. 

7. Educație fizică  

Suggest an exercise using the rope. 

8. Technological Education 

Make a wool bracelete using the video as an example: 

https://youtu.be/kGgFgCMbelk 

 

 

https://youtu.be/kGgFgCMbelk

